HOW THE CANTEEN OPERATES

Trinity Students are able to order from the Canteen on the following days:

TUESDAYS - PREP AND GRADERS 1 & 2

THURSDAYS – GRADERS 3, 4, 5 & 6

Please read the following carefully:

- The child’s name and class clearly written on a paper bag with the order set out underneath. Another option is to buy a re-usable lunch bag available from the office at a cost of $10. (These are great as they have a zippered pocket for the money and any change will be put directly back into the pocket).

- If you do not have a paper bag, write the order on an envelope with the money inside. Please note however there will be 20c added to the cost of the order for the bag.

- Please only use BLUE or BLACK pen (some coloured inks are very hard to read).

- WE CANNOT GIVE CREDIT OR ACCEPT FOREIGN CURRENCY. (If there is insufficient money or foreign coins offered as payment then we will have to deduct items from the lunch order so as to meet the amount of money paid).

- As we have no counter sales, if your child just wants a drink or icy pole/frozen yoghurt you must place an order as you would if they were having a lunch order.

- Students are NOT allowed to order for siblings if they have different canteen days.

Please make sure you tell your child (especially if they are in prep) if they are to receive any change or are having a frozen item at lunch time. They will have a yellow slip attached to their lunch bag if they are to get any change or a laminated coupon IN their lunch bag if they are having an icy pole or frozen yoghurt. **The only time a change slip is not given is when they have the re-usable lunch bag as it contains a zippered compartment for the money and any subsequent change.**

They MUST bring that slip and/or coupon to the canteen windows after they have eaten to receive their change or frozen item. If they do not have the slip or coupon they will not be given their change or frozen item.

The lunch orders are placed in a container in the class room in the morning. **Any late orders to be in by 11am.** If a child forgets to put in their lunch order they will most likely not get what they would have ordered. We only heat up what has been ordered so we do not have much wastage in the canteen. Please do not worry though as the child will not go hungry, sandwiches will be available.

Thank you for supporting the Canteen.

Tracey Sligar
Canteen Manager